Rochester quadrajet carburetor vacuum diagram

Its first application was the new-for Chevy ci engine. Its last application was on the Oldsmobile
V8 engine, which was last used in the Cadillac Brougham and full size station wagons made by
Chevrolet , Pontiac , Oldsmobile , and Buick. The Quadrajet is a "spread bore" carburetor; the
primary venturis are much smaller than the secondary venturis. By comparison, a "square bore"
carburetor has primary and secondary venturis of similar size. A less-common version uses a
linkage driven off the primary throttle shaft to mechanically move the power piston. Quadrajet
carburetors have mechanical secondary throttle plates operated by a progressive linkage; the
primaries open before the secondaries, and use on-demand air valve plates above the
secondary throttle plates. The air valves are connected by a cam and linkage to the secondary
fuel metering rods. As the airflow increases through the secondary bores, the air valves are
pushed down, rotating a cam that lifts the secondary metering rods. The secondary rods are
tapered in a similar fashion to the primary metering rods, effectively increasing the size of the
fuel metering holes as the rods are lifted and delivering more fuel. Therefore, the position of the
air valve will control both fuel and air flow through the secondary venturis, even if the
secondary throttle plates are fully opened. Thus the Quadrajet acts like a vacuum-secondary
carburetor and only delivers more fuel as it is needed. The Quadrajet carburetor was actually a
derivative of a variable venturi carburetor called the DOVE diaphragm operated variable
entrance which was developed in the time frame at Rochester Products. A major change to the
Quadrajet was implemented for the model year. These newer carburetors are considered
"Modified Quadrajets" or "Mod Quads". For example, the "E" at the end of a later Q-jet model
denoted that it had an electric choke, the "C" denoted a hot air coil style choke element. Original
Delco service kits were once sold through both GM dealers and Delco distributors and were
called "Power Kits". These have long been discontinued, although there are several aftermarket
sources that still supply parts for these carburetors. The choke provision for the Quadrajet was
initially in the form of an intake-mounted, heat sensitive spring, divorced choke , often referred
to as a heat riser. The spring connected to a rod that actuated the choke mechanism on the
passenger's side of the carburetor, and relied on intake manifold's temperature. Later models,
second generation Quadrajets, onward , were designed with a self-contained choke housing
that held the heat sensitive spring and directly operated the choke mechanism. This system
relied on hot air drawn from a small heat exchanger in the intake manifoldâ€”and later models,
generally onward , relied on the vehicle's 12 volt system to power a heating element and spring
as the engine's temperature increased. Quadrajet carburetors were also built under contract by
Carter. This was due to the fact that Rochester could not keep up with the demand for
carburetors at various points in their production. There were several versions made, for both
stock replacement and "performance" applications. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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used as original equipment on many vehicles from to Over million have been produced. The
QJet is a large 4 barrel carburetor that has a small primary side for fuel economy and good
emissions and a large secondary side for good performance. QJets have a maximum airflow of
from cfm. Because the secondary side of the Qjet opens according to the airflow requirements
of the engine, the same basic carburetor size can be used on a large range of engine sizes. For
example, on a mild Chevy the air valve will never open all the way - because the motor can't use
more than cfm or so. M4MC Quadrajets have an integral choke and a different airhorn design;
also, the throttle shafts are longer than in 4MV carbs. Starting in carb numbers were stamped on
the driver's side, near the back. All QJets had automatic chokes, of which there are two basic
types - integral choke coil on the carb and remote choke coil on the manifold. An M4MC carb
has a choke coil on the carb; and M4ME carb has the same type fo choke coil, but with an
electric heater element in the choke coil. Choke parts, primary metering rods and throttle shafts

are not interchangeable between 4M and M4M carbs. Home Tech rochester rochester quadrajet.
The Carburetor Doctor. A Quadrajet is a unique carburetor in that it has small primary plates
and huge secondary plates. It is a good carburetor for fuel economy and still has stellar
performance when required. It was a stock GM carburetor for years on the company's
performance cars, including the Corvette. It is a good carburetor for up to close to horsepower.
Its limit in horsepower applications and ability to be modified was its downfall at the racetrack
when horsepower climbed. The Quadrajet uses many moving parts, unlike most carburetors.
Remove the air cleaner. Inspect the choke system while the engine is cold. The choke
mechanism is the plate on the top of the carburetor. It has a spring located in the manifold with
a rod running up to the plate. There will be a vacuum-operated servo on the passenger side rear
of the carburetor, with a rod also attached to the choke mechanism. When the engine is cold,
the spring contracts and creates a pull on the choke to close. The throttle keeps it from closing
as long as it is not disturbed. When the engine is started, the throttle should be tapped just a
little to allow the choke to snap shut. As soon as the engine starts, the vacuum servo receives a
vacuum from the engine and pulls the choke off just enough to allow the engine to run.
However, it still creates a partial choke condition. As the engine heats up, the spring in the
manifold expands and puts pressure on the choke to open the choke. On all carburetors, the
vacuum created as air is moved into the engine sucks the fuel out of the passages in the
carburetor. When the engine has just been started, there is obviously no vacuum--so no fuel is
sucked into the engine to start. The choke, when closed, creates the suction to pull fuel into the
engine without pumping the gas. Pumping the gas a couple times can also start the engine,
since the carburetor has an accelerator pump. However, it's easy to flood the engine this way.
Move the throttle by hand just a little and see if the choke snaps closed. It should go all the way
closed, or the rod is bent or the spring is maladjusted. Start the engine and make sure the
choke opens a quarter of the way. If not, pull the hose off the servo and see if the arm extends
and contracts when the hose is reinstalled. If not, the servo must be replaced because it
operates with a rubber bladder inside and is leaking. This means that not only does it not work,
it's leaking vacuum and interfering with the mixture in the carburetor. This causes the engine to
run poorly. With the engine idling, look down into the carburetor with a flashlight. A couple of
jets can be seen in the front primaries. If any fuel can be seen dripping into the engine from the
carburetor, the float is stuck or defective and must be repaired. The fuel is too high in the float
bowl and is being sucked out of the jets into the engine, thereby flooding the engine. If the
engine runs OK except at an idle, the idle jets may be out of adjustment of dirty. Using a small
screwdriver and starting on the driver's side, adjust the screw in until the RPM starts to drop.
Turn the screw out just until the RPM stops rising and turn the screw one half of a turn further.
Do the same to the other side and then repeat the process one more time. If the engine idles fine
but will not accelerate when the pedal is floored and just falls flat, the accelerator pump is not
working and the carburetor has to be overhauled. Don Bowman has been writing for various
websites and several online magazines since He has owned an auto service facility since and
has over 45 years of technical experience as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business
degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an officer in the U. Army aircraft
maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Troubleshooting a
Quadrajet Carburetor by Don Bowman. Warning and Conclusion If the engine runs OK except at
an idle, the idle jets may be out of adjustment of dirty. Writer Bio Don Bowman has been writing
for various websites and several online magazines since New parts for your Quadrajet! These
items are hand selected by us and are the same parts we utilize for our professional builds and
restorations. They are the best available and you can trust them to provide years of service. We
add new items weekly to our long list, but if you need something and can't find it, let us know.
Repair your air horn with broken or missing tab for the accelerator pump roll pin. This repair pin
will press in to the inner tab, when the outer one is broken off. Complete accelerator pump
assembly with ethanol compatible cup and garter spring. Correct for any Quadrajet application.
This assembly is 2. It is a shorter style assembly that is great for performance applications. This
provides a Also comes with return spring. It is a shorter style assembly that is great for
performance New Quadrajet bowl cover, air horn gaskets, Thick. Fits the following Accelerator
pump plunger cup garter spring. This item does NOT include the cup. New ethanol compatible
accelerator pump cup. Double lip design. Designed for use with garter spring. This delayer
spring mounts on the Accelerator pump shaft, and is held in place by the retainer. Retainer sold
separate. New accelerator pump rod. Connects to throttle arm, and the accelerator pump lever.
This rod is the curved style and will work on any non electronic Quadrajet. This rod uses a clip
on the accelerator pump lever. Perfect for easy removal of the air horn. You won't have to punch
out the roll pin any more, just remove clip! New Quadrajet air cleaner chrome wing nut. Correct
replica of original GM wingnut from to These are correct color and length for a perfect fit and

look. Pair of new AX secondary rods. Great for high performance use with long tip These are for
any year Quadrajet. Toggle menu info quadrajetpower. Login or Sign Up 0. Fuel hose and
fittings Factory type inlets and fittings. Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Oldsmobile Pontiac. Buick
Buick Chevy Chevy Chevy Chevy Olds Olds Pontiac Pontiac Used Jet Used Primary Rods.
Quick view Details. Quadrajet Power sku: PR Add to Cart. Quadrajet Power sku: ACP1.
Quadrajet Power sku: ACP2. Quadrajet Power sku: ACP Quadrajet Power sku: APS Quadrajet
Power sku: ACG. Quadrajet Power sku: Quadrajet Power sku: screwAV. Quadrajet Power sku:
AptS. Quadrajet Power sku: AptStud. Quadrajet Power sku: RodAX. Quick view. Compare
Selected. As pictured. Refurbished; cleaned and new finish applied. Quadrajet Carburetor
Flange Gasket - 67 Buick. Rochester Quadrajet. One gasket. OEM Replacement for Rochester:
Alcohol Resistant Nitrophyl Float 6. Nitrophyl Replacement for Rochester: , , , , , , , , Carter:
Chrysler: Buick: Cadillac: Checker Motors: Chevrolet: Dodge: Dodge Truck: Oldsmobile:
Plymouth: Pontiac: Also available in Brass. This is a brass Replacement for Rochester , , , , , , , ,
and others. Carter Chrysler Alcohol Resistant. Buick , Cadillac , Checker Motors , Chevrolet ,.
Oldsmobile , Plymouth , Pontiac Alcohol Resistant Nitrophyl Float 7. Nitrophyl Replacement for
Rochester: , Ford D0OAA. Alcohol Resistant Nitrophyl Float 8. Nitrophyl Replacement for
Rochester: , , Carter , Brass Replacement for Rochester , , , , Buick , Cadillac , Checker Motors ,
Chevrolet As pictured; new Viton Needle and Seat Assembly. Two O rings included as pictured.
Seat pushes in. Have a question about your application? Message us Color may vary. Fits most
through Quadrajet carburetors. This linkage rod fits the following carburetor numbers and over
all length measures 3. May fit other applications. Give us a call with your carb number if you are
not sure. New bolt kit fastens Rochester Quadrajet carburetor to the intake manifold. Black
chromate finish. Made in the USA. Fits all year Quadrajet carburetors. This rod fits the following
carburetor numbers and overall length measures 3. This is a factory original linkage rod with
green Teflon coating as pictured. These rods are in used, good condition but are not perfect.
This rod fits the following carburetor numbers and over all length measures 3. This accelerator
pump fits most Rochester Quadrajet carburetors. This is the complete pump assembly, Heavy
Duty with Garter Spring. This boot is alcohol resistant Fluorelastomer. Message us. We're
always happy to answer. Message us! This accelerator pump fits Rochester Quadrajet
Carburetors on specific Pontiac applications and has the groove for a dust boot as pictured.
This is the complete pump assembly, Heavy Duty with Garter Spring and return spring; boot is
alcohol resistant Fluorelastomer. Includes gasket. Shop Our Categories. Do It Yourselfers. This
can be caused by several things, but there is one item often missed by the rebuilder and that is
the idle tube. These are very small passages and get clogged easily with ethanol residue. Use
thin wire to clean out the passages completely. Blow out with compressed air. A whistle with air
will indicate a clean passage. There may be a small air restrictor in the passage that makes
getting through with wire difficult. Carburetor is flooding. Gas is running out of the top, or you
get a strong gas smell? This is a sign of flooding. What is flooding? Simply, there is too much
gas getting into the float bowl. Sorry about lack of knowledge and poor terminology. What I was
referring to pickup tubes are call the main well air bleed tubes 2 inside tubes and secondary
accelerating well tubes the 2 outside tubes fig. My carb. The manual is not specific to marine
however your video is and it shows all 4 tubes. Looking through your parts section I found pt
Rochester carb. My question is should I have the secondary accelerating well tubes and if I do
is that the right part? Quadrajet Carburetor Kits. Its purpose is to offset the enriching effects
caused byexcessive fuel vapors during hot engine operation. In a perfect world the Idle
Compensator should be installed on those applications that need it. It was used on vehicles
with air conditioning. Lack of power is often caused by electrical, or engine wear. Apply a
couple of dabs of white lithium grease. A little grease will help. And yet another troubleshooting
guide here. I have a Rochester Quadrajet Marine Carburetor I assumed the carb needed to be
rebuilt and the leaking was normal from a drain in the carb when flooded. I rebuilt it using a kit I
ordered from you. In your youtube video Rochester Marine Carburetor rebuild part 3 of 3 at you
mention not usually having to take apart the thottle body to replace bushings. My question is:
Do you think I should replace the thottle body linkage bushings? And if so, do you carry the kit?
I think this is what I need to do. However, I read a post online that said the fuel at the
thottlebody should already be atomized, and should therefore not leak out the linkage,and that
would indicate that the carb is flooding due to the float not being adjusted properly. Your
problem is not bushings. The carburetor is simply puking out too much fuel. The bushings are
replaced only if you have excessive free play in the throttle shaft. Flooding fuel will leak out
anywhere it can and onto the throttle valves and out the shaft is the 1st place fuel likes to go.
Too much fuel boils down to getting too much in the float bowl. Did you test the brass float for
leaks? Immerse the float in hot water and if there are any leaks, it will bubble. If you have a
Nitrophyl float black plastic kind of thing , replace it. They absorb fuel over time. Manually move

the float up and down and watch for any kind of rubbing, or catching. Also watch the needle to
make sure it is move straight up and down and not getting caught up. Too much fuel pump
pressure could be holding the needle open. Any chance you replaced the pump with a new one?
These are just a few ideas, but bottom line is that too much fuel is getting into the float bowl.
Determine whether carburetor is spewing or vapor locking. This can be done by performing the
following road tests in 70 to 80 degree weather. For all drivability complaints, check all vacuum
hoses to make sure they are properly connected. A disconnected hose can allow air leaks which
give lean mixture as well as problems of improper action of the component operated by the
hose. Also ignition contact point gap and ignition timing should be checked on al drivability
complaints. Engine sags, die outs and pop back during warm up are usually caused by retarded
ignition timing, improper carburetor choke vacuum kick adjustment, cam index setting, fast idle
speed, and mixture setting. Retarded basic ignition timing causes pop back during starting. On
engines equipped with solenoid spark advance for starting check to make sure it is operating.
To check disconnect leak to solenoid at bullet connector and energize solenoid momentarily
with a jumper. Rough Idle This can be caused by several things, but there is one item often
missed by the rebuilder and that is the idle tube. Here is a list of items to check when this
happens: Fuel pump pressure â€” check with your motors manual for the correct pressure. New
pumps are especially suspect. Bad float â€” For brass floats, heat up some water to prior to
boiling, then emerse the float. There should be no bubbles. Nitrophyl floats have to be weighed.
Does the seat have a gasket? Did all of the old gasket get removed? Look for any cracks around
the area the seat screws in. Look for any fuel restriction â€” check for kinks in the fuel line.
Replace any fuel filters â€” There is usually one in the fuel inlet of the carburetor and often there
will be an in-line fuel filter. Vacuum leak â€” Use spray carburetor cleaner and spray around the
base of the carburetor and any vacuum lines. If the RPM smooths out, then you found the
problem. There could also be a leak at the intake manifold. Check the float level. The power
valve may be sticking. It needs to move up and down freely. Dirt in the system â€” take the top
off the carburetor. Main metering jet may be the wrong size. Make sure the jets are not loose, or
plugged. Secondary throttle valve alignment. Missing Tubes Sorry about lack of knowledge and
poor terminology. First of all be sure you are adjusting the idle mixture at the idle RPM. If the
RPM is too high, the idle circuit will be bypassed. Spray carb cleaner around the outside of the
gasket. If the RPM changes then you found your problem. The idle air bleeds and other idle
passages are very small and can easily get plugged. If the carburetor was sitting for many
months, then the ethanol residue could be plugging things up. Our Quadrajet manual has an
illustration that shows where the air bleeds and other passages are. You need to follow each
one with compressed air to be sure they are open. Take the idle mixture screws out and see if
they are plugged. Fuel filters are dirty, or plugged â€” replace any in-line filter and the filter at
the carburetor fuel inlet. Float level may be too low â€” set to specifications. Power valve may
be dirty, or sticking. Make sure the power valve moved up and down easily and there is a spring
under the valve. Float is catching when moving up and down. The float pin may be worn. Move
the float up and down by hand to see if you feel anything catching. Needle is sticking in the
seat. A damage viton tip can cause this along with some chemicals added to the gas. NOTE: Do
not apply any pressure to the needle when adjusting the float. Engine Hesitates This can be
caused by one of several things, including electrical system problems. Accelerator pump itself
may be bad. The cup curled, or is damaged. Some chemicals added to the fuel, or left in the
carburetor can cause this. The pump passage way to the main discharge may be plugged. Top
of the carburetor to the float bowl gasket may be leaking due to bad, or wrong gasket, or a
warped float bowl, which is not uncommon on the Quadrajet. Carburetor mounting bolts are
loose. What to look for when your Rochester Quadrajet is flooding. Many rebuilds are ruined by
a dirty fuel tank, or filter. Also make sure all old gasket residue is gone. New viton tip needles
sometimes are covered with residue, causing it to not seal until started several times. Wiping
with mineral spirits can help. Check the float for leaks â€” For brass floats, heat up some water
and just prior to boiling immerse the float. The float will heat up inside and if there is a hole, air
will bubble out. Nitrophyl floats looks like plastic , are tested by weight. Move the float up and
down by hand â€” Do you feel anything catching? Test your fuel pump â€” new pumps are
especially suspect and often have too much pressure. Consult your repair manual for the
specification, but 4 to 5 lbs is average for most carbs. If your flooding started after a rebuild,
then skip this one. Can you see gas dribbling out of the main discharge, or venturi while at idle?
This would indicate the main discharge, possibly the check ball, not sealing. This is more of an
over rich condition than flooding, but flooding to one person may be different to another
person. Most carb problems are attributed to dirt. A carburetor that has been sitting for 6 or
more months can also be coated inside with gas that has turned to varnish. There is a pull clip
that connects the float needle with the float arm. Be sure the clip is not routed in one of the

small holes. It should be around the outside of the arm. Did you put the fiber washer where the
seat screws into the float bowl. Press the throttle down one time, then let up. The accelerator
pump will squirt an extra bit of gas into the intake. The engine needs a bit of help when cold.
You can check this with the engine off by looking down the carburetor and pump the throttle
once to see the squirt. The choke valve will close once you step on the gas. Make sure it is
closing when cold. It may take a few seconds of cranking to fill the carburetor if low. Now what
to look for if you are having problems. As mentioned above make sure the choke valve is
closing. Is the fast idle sitting on the higher step of the cam. It needs the extra gas and the extra
air to start. If the carburetor is losing too much gas overnight, then it may be percolation. See
this page. Test the fuel pump new pump especially. You want to make sure the pressure is
where it should be. There is also a volume test if you can find the spec for that. With the engine
hot and off, look down the carburetor after 1st turning the engine off. Do you see gas dribbling
out of the main discharge. If so, then the check may be leaking. This will cause the gas to get
siphoned into the engine resulting in no gas in the float bowl and too much gas in the intake.
The gas cap should be vented. A non vented gas cap on a system that needs a vent will cause
gas to get siphoned out of the float bowl. Simple to test by loosening the gas cap after turning
the engine off. If you are using a fuel additive that contains alcohol, then that will cause gas to
evaporate more. We recommend using Et
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hanol Defense. Hard Starting The fuel bowl may be draining while sitting. Make sure the fuel
filter has the check valve installed. After running the engine, turn it off and look down the
carburetor to see if gas is dribbling out of the venturi. This would indicate the discharge check
is leaking. If there is a 2nd line going to the gas tank, that is a vent. Be sure you can blow
through the passage. See if the vent on the carburetor is cut off for some reason. Engine
overheating can cause the carburetor to percolate boil the gas. Cold starting Depress
accelerator pedal to the floor and release. Leave foot off accelerator pedal and pause a moment.
Let the car idle in drive with the air conditioning on for 10 mins. Shut the engine off and let sit
for 10 mins. If condition is going to occur, it will occur before 60 mhp. If exhaust smoke is black,
carburetor is spewing. If exhaust smoke is colorless, carburetor is vapor locking. Share on
Facebook. Follow us. Was this article helpful? Yes No.

